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• Developing the existing collaboration and communication between the FABSR members

• Encouraging all the professional organizations covered by the enlarged definition of the Black Sea basin to become the members of the FABSR

• Improvement of FABSR activities through the development of common projects and periodical activities

• Establishment of links of the FABSR with regional administrations, governments, institutions, research centers

• Creation of a Black Sea Architectural Database
Actions about the FABSR members communication and network

• FABSR members’ contact information were updated and an efficient network of contact persons established. Istanbul Declaration and Resolutions were sent to all members. Coordination among FABSR members was improved.
Actions about the FABSR members communication and network

• CAT aimed to follow actual developments in the region and act in the sense of solidarity: Letter Sent to Russian and Georgian FABSR Members about Conflict between Russia and Georgia (14 August 2008)

• CAT maintained contacts to welcome new members from the enlarged definition of the Black Sea basin. We are now expecting to have Greece as a new member.
FABSR Meeting to be Held in Trabzon, 16-17 May 2009

The Chamber of Architects of Turkey (CAT), the Term President of FABSR, will host a FABSR event on 16-17 May 2009 in Trabzon-Turkey.

On 16 May, there will be a half-day working meeting with FABSR organizations, while in the afternoon a panel with the theme “Change and Continuity in the Black Sea” will be realized with presentations and discussions. On 17 May, participants will be attending a trip to some Black Sea coastal settlements.

During the program, a photo exhibition with the theme “Urban and Rural Settlements in the Black Sea” will be open in the meeting venue. This exhibition was prepared with the contribution of FABSR members and CAT Branches located in the Black Sea Region.
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FABSR Black Sea Database in Progress

• The aim is to have a FABSR database of architectural research about the Black Sea region.

• Regarding Turkey, we currently have a Bibliography of Architectural Research in the Eastern Black Sea Region of Turkey.

• We need to collect research from other countries.
Publication Activities


• Another FABSR book to be published (after the Trabzon meeting) “Continuity and Change in the Black Sea” Panel
Exhibition and Panel Activities

• With the contribution of FABSR members, we have prepared an exhibition for the Trabzon meeting: “Urban and Rural Settlements in the Black Sea”

• We should encourage exchange of publications and exhibitions among FABSR members. During the meeting, there will be proposals for exchange of publications and exhibitions, as well as joint projects.
Actions to improve FABSR structure and operation

• For a better operation of the FABSR structure, we need to discuss and define the main principles of FABSR administration as well as the duration and frequency of administrative terms and conferences. We have a draft text for FABSR Terms of Reference in the Trabzon meeting.

• This text is a further developed and summarized version of a regulative document that was discussed by FABSR in 1996.
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